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Certent Introduces Next-Generation Disclosure Management User Experience
Pleasanton, CA – June 6, 2016 – Certent, Inc., a leading provider of software‐as‐a‐service (SaaS) solutions
for financial disclosure and equity compensation management, announces the immediate availability of
its next-generation Disclosure Management cloud-based user experience.
The enhanced Certent Disclosure Management user experience includes significant investments to
platform architecture and technical infrastructure to increase application speed and accelerate future
software development. In addition to the structural advances, the application boasts a new, modern
interface, a more intuitive menu structure, and a dashboard that provides greater visibility into the
status of financial disclosure projects and reports. Clients will also benefit from easier access to
additional Certent applications including the Section 16 Form Filer, the peer company Disclosure
Research solution, and the Certent Customer Community.
“Our new Disclosure Management user experience provides clients with an intuitive solution that shaves
time off the laborious financial reporting processes, improves collaboration, and enables users to have
better visibility into the progress and workflows of their disclosure documents,” said Michael Madigan,
senior vice president of product management and strategy for Certent. “The new experience was
developed using customer feedback and working with a leading UX design firm to modernize our
solution and help our clients get their work done faster.”
The new features and interface build upon Certent’s expansion of its financial compliance capabilities to
streamline the SEC reporting process, improve productivity, and strengthen controls and compliance.
Most recently, Certent launched Financial Connectors - direct connections to NetSuite, Microsoft
Dynamics, Oracle, SAP, and other major ERP, CPM, and consolidation systems to help clients ensure data
accuracy and automate the flow of information. The future product roadmap focuses on leveraging
cloud-based advancements from Microsoft such as Office 365® and Office Online Server. This evolution
heightens collaboration, maximizes workflow efficiency, and simplifies the review and approval process
within familiar Microsoft® tools.

About Certent
Certent, Inc. is a leading provider of software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions for equity compensation and
financial disclosure management. Certent’s open ecosystem allows for comprehensive partner
integrations enabling best-in-class stock plan administration, robust financial reporting for ASC 718, and
high quality XBRL and HTML SEC disclosures. Founded in 2002, Certent has helped more than 1,400
public, private, and pre-IPO companies worldwide innovate their stock plan and financial reporting
processes.

